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CHAPTER I 
INTROPUCTlO~ 
PIJIUIOSE OF THIS THESIS· 
The purpose' of this' thesiS, as suggestedbythe title, is to out-
line seven demonstrations .suitable for teaching· particulgr phases of 
physics i_n secondary· schools. In the discus~don the pieces· of .eq'!'lip-
ment are a few apparatus needed in. physics in a secondary sch0ol. A 
small school; constructing·and \:!Sing· this· type· of· equipment,· can ;raise 
the standard or quality of the physics course offered so that it would 
be comparable to a similar c0urse offered by a larger school with ex-
tensive equipment facilities. 
Problems associated with science teaching in small schools.--
Budgets in small schools are usually limited to the extent that they 
are unable to provide the conunerci~·lly available equipment which is 
necessary to teach an adequate course in physics. In this discussion 
the p:i,eces of equipment referred to r.epres.ent only a few samples of the 
eq'!'lipment necessary for an adequate course in High School physics. In 
addition, home'-made equipment represents a possible solution for schools 
which are inadequately equ:i,:pped. 
The simple design and construction.-- In this discussion the pieces 
of apparatus presented are of necessity simple in construction and de-
sign., but nevertheless illustrate the principles of physics adequately. 
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Similar devices can be built by the teacher or the student with a 
little initiative and i.magination. 
2 
Low cost o.f materials needed.-.. The low cost of mater;lals needed 
to build the devices outlined in this discussion enables schools with 
limited budgets to build these particular kinds of dembnstration ap-
paratus or other similar devices leading to good teaching. The most 
expensive device discussed in this the,sis is the Spectroscope, which 
was built for less than five dolla.t;.s. The Explosion Can was builtl from, 
scrap materials. 
Other purposes.-- ;rhe devices discussed in this thesis can be 
used to promot.e students' cemprehension of the principles af physics. 
The apparatus can be used for demonstration by the teacher or by the 
student, and can also be used for individual student experimentation, 
investigation.; and projects. 
Constructing and using this type a£ equipment alsa prevides an 
opport'uni ty far the. teacher ta accent1:1ate his in-service training. 
This is an essential factor in goad teaching. When these services are 
not accessible in smaller areas, there is na better way to provide for 
in-service training than to make the equipment and use thE~ nece.ssary 
search of the literature which applies. lhe teacher can perferm the 
experiment and do the basic research ne.cess.ary to perfect the equip-
ment. It will be difficult to pravide up-to-date information to his 
students unless the teacher makes some effort to keep up with the 
process himself. Current information on the material taught will be 
provided him~ if he makes some basic; simple demonstration equipment 
that is inexpensive yet up-to-date. 
Furthermore, the lecture-deDIOnstration guides the student in his 
effort to comprehend the principles illustrated by the equlpment and 
renders his own experimentation more meaningful. 
In large schools the teacher can make these types of apparatus and 
use them as samples for students i projects. The Jll.8king and using of 
these different kinds of apparatus by the teacher will sometimes en-
courage the student t.o reproduce thent or some other devices of his 
choice. The value of the equipment is certainl-y worth the effort of 
the student. 
Description of the following chapters.-- Chapte.r II is based on 
historical evidence as viewed by certain individuals that support the 
validity of the demonstrat.ion to serve· as a teaching devic·e for par-
ticular science concepts. By necessity; the dete:rminant of the validity 
of the demonstration was not derived by the writer, but .accepted. from 
individuals cited in this work. 
Chapter III outlines the proc.edu:res of the classroom presentation 
and usage of the demon.stration apparatus. The devices discussed repre-
sent only samples of the many pieces of equipment needed to teach a 
course in the secondary school. physics class.· Chapter III outlines 
the actual tools the teacher may need in order to encourage and help 
develop critical thoughts in the mind of the student. 
Chapter !V includes. the conclusion to the study presented, the 
limitation .of the study, and the recommendatio~s by the writer. 
CHAPTER II 
THE. NEED FOR A SURVEY OF THE Ll'l'ERATURE 
THE. NEED FQR LECTURE,-BEMONSTRATI0NS 
]) 
As pointed out in Science :Education in American Schools, there 
.. is a great need for the development in science elasses of .adequate 
. . 
series of demonstrations for building up scientific understanding of 
particular principles and concepts. This need seems most acute in 
.smaller schools because of limited funds available for the purchase 
of equipment which is made commercially and which is necessary fer an 
·II 
adequate ser.ies Gf demonstration:.s. Burnett maintains.; 
" •.•. there is a place--and usually it is a neglected 
place•-for teacher demenstratiens. Verbal descriptions ef 
scientific phenomena and sta.tement.s of scientific principles 
need .to .be supperted by realistie e'Xpe~iences if the learner 
is to appreciate t;hem fully. J;• 
T0day, perhaps more than ever, is found the need for .such re.alistic 
experiences to a.id in science teaching in the classrooms. 
1/Science Education in American Schools, Forty-sixth Yearbook of the 
National Society for the Study of Education., Part I, University of 
Chicago Press, Chicago, 1947 (as cited in ChalmeJ;:s Murray, Jr. (Editor) .. 
New and Improved Demonstrations; Each Illustrating a Simple Scientific 
Principle, Unpublished Service Paper~ Beaten University, 1950, P• 1). 
2}R. Will Burnett; Teaching Science in. the Secondary School, Rinehart 
and Company, New Yerk, 1957, pp. 199-iOO. 
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LEARNING AND DEMGNSTitATibNS 
Th~ demonstration method is undoubtedly the best methed for 
directed teaching and learning, since it providee the studE~nt with 
directions that are greatly needed for more advanced studies. The 
demonstration method allows the student to see for himself what -is 
occurring, and thus adds meaning to the printed word. It also allows 
the student to use all pertinent senses for learningt which gives .him 
l/ 
a more thorough conception and a higher degree of retention. Burnett 
tells us: 
nstudents vary in their abilities to learn from words' 
which are abstractions of reality.... The teacher can assist 
.students by providing considerable opportunities for the 
learners to observe the realitiesbehind the words. As for 
some students, the visual approach is almost a necessity if 
they a.re to gain much from science instruction. The demon-
stration method has certain advantages over the individual 
laboratory method in this respect. 11 
Demonstrations therefore lend themselves well to directed teaching and 
concrete understanding by all students. 
Demon.strations are auxiliary devices necessary for broader under-
2:./ 
standing of the principles of science. On this point Zim maintains:. 
'' .... [types of equipmei1t7 are auxiliary de.viee.s . . • . An 
experiment does no more than control some of the envlronment 
so that observations can be more accurate and can be more 
easily verified.... They extend man's senses in all directions, 
making it possible for him to observe directly or indirectly 
phenamena of which he might otherwise remain ignorant. rr · 
1/Burnett, op. cit., pp. 199-.200. 
- . 
1/Herbert Spencer Zim, Science for Children and Teacher, Washington 
Association for Children, International Edition, Number 91, 1953, p. 4. 
The demonstration method provides the student with situations from 
1/ 
which he can observe and deduce useful knowledge. Zim.~ :ln support 
of this view, adds: 
11The basic :method of science is that of observation; a 
method that clearly implies turning to.nature and studying 
things firsthand. Facts or conclusions come from things 
which can be observed ancl measured.. ·Firsthand experience 
is at the core of science .. 11 
In a subjec.t such as physics firsthancl observation is essential, but 
it is not always possible to observe the physical phenomena in their 
6 
natural surroundings. Nevertheless, meani:ng can be added to the printed 
word by firsthand obse:~;vation using the demonstration method. The re-
lation between the printed word and the student 1 s experience is well"" 
provided for by the lecture-demonstration. Thus, if the student is 
expected to understand the sciences and be able to apply his knowleclge 
in a scientific way, this new material must have some personal meaning. 
It must be in assoc.iation with his 'common,. everyday e~eriences. In 
order to accomplish t:his, the teacher must use means of explanation 
related to; or closely associated with, the .student 1 s everyday exper.i-
ences. The lecture,.demon.stration is undoubtedly the best means to 
correlate t.he printed word with common experience, and with the prin-
ciples of physics. 
APPtiCABltiTY OF DEMONSTRATIONS 
Demonstrations can be very flexible and they can be adapted to 
fit .a variety of situations. They enrich .small .as well a.s large classes. 
l/Zim, op. cit., p. 4. 
7 
1/ 
As poip,1;:ed aut by Richardsan, 11The delll0nstration is a versatile 
method,, with se-veral functions and some clearly defined advantages, 
but the ;variety of ways that the demonstration can be used has nat al-
. 2/ 
way~:~ been explored by the science teacher. 11 One refe'rence supports 
the point of view that lecture ... delll0.Ilstration techniques pr1asented by 
the teacher are best-suited for heterageneoU$ seeandary sahaal clas.s.es. 
In addition, the writer wishes ta point out that the lecture• 
demonstration technique also lends itself well to the teaching of 
homogeneous groups •. consequently, the conclusion drawn by the report 
mentioned above may be superficial because,. as noted by a study at 
ll 
Boston University, little attempt had been made prier tc:l 1950 ta 
develop demonstratio.ns devoted solely to the presentation a£ principles 
in a functional manner. 
!±I 
Richardson points out that demonstrations need not be done nee-
essarily by the teacher; they can be performed by the ~tuclent as we.ll, 
Qr they can be performed as a 11coopenative enterp'rise that involves 
the teacher and one or more students. 11 He further states, ''This p013 i-
tion seems to take into account more adequately the idea caf learning 
through do;i.ng. 11 In other words; this stat.ement implies that the st.udent 
.learns best by do;i.ng, implying the student will learn best. by experi-
1./John S. Richa~dsan, Science Teaching in Secondary Schools, Rinehart 
and Company, l'iew York, 1957,. pp. 199-200. 
2/Science Education in American Schools; op. cit., p, 2. 
'J_/Murray; ap. cit., p. 5. 
!/Richardson, op. cit~, pp. 79-80. 
8 
ll 
mentation. Brameld does net agree with Richardson;. in fact, he main-.. 
tains, 11LEducater§] return always ..• • to the key principle-··learning is 
ultimately not doing but reasoning--and henc.e te the supreme importance 
of education of the mind and spirit.ri Hence, learning must be a. :precess 
which involves d;i.sci:pl.ine of the mind. Demonstrations eonf:ribute. to 
this discipline in that they allw the teacher to help gui•ie the student 
( . 
through some of the steps ef logical reasoning in order to attain a de-
sired geal. Experiments alone are frequently not. enough fsr the student 
to comprehend particular principles) b~cause they do net provide the 
incentive, the guidance, the directions, 0r the discipline which are 
needed. Explanati0ns and textbook reading are seldom totally effective 
in making material meaningful and comprehensible to the student. The 
demonstration, on the other hand, helps the .student best t.o understand 
the meaning of the printed word and enables· him t.e eomprehend the need 
and the purpose of the experime~t:ation. The writer mainta.ins that the 
student learns best from the experimentatien.when he has been previously 
introduced to the problem he is to salve. Oftentimes he c;an be provoked 
to experiment by a demonstration, 
STUDENT ACQUIRlNG KNOWLEDGE FROM THE DEMONSTRATION 
The demonstrations 7 as mentioned previously j have a. particular. 
value for .a teaehing technique, and this value helps to l~ad t.o acquisi-
tion of knowledge by the student. This value can be assmned to be 
greater than that achieved by lecturing and experimentation either 
!/Theodore Brameld, Philosophy of Education in Cultural Perspective, 
The Dryden Press, Inc., New York, 1958; p. 323. · 
9 
individually or combined, Demonstrations stimulate competitive atti-
tudes on the part of the atudentsj inasmuch as the students participate 
1/ 
both as individuals and as members of a class, Klausmeier- points 
out: 11In science clas.ses, demonstrating ap. experiment which makes use 
of materials in the students' environment captures their attention. ir 
To capture the attention of the student is to stimulate his interest 
in the subject matter. 
Demoastrations lend themsel-ves well to concrete understanding, 
since the student not only acquires knowledge by reading but also by 
seeing, feeling, hearing, and even by smelling and tasting. According 
?:/ 
to Goldstein, to obse:t;:ve is not limited to physiological senses but 
includes also all the scientific instr~nts and apparatus which make 
it possible :f;or us to observe and to learn. He continues: 
"One of the most; impG>rtant methods. of obtain.ing inferma-
tion is by observ:atiG>n. The ward observe means 'to see,' but 
observation inc.ludes more than seeing) it in<:ludes the use of 
all the scientific in.struments to :learn what is occurring ..•• 
Observation can be made by seeing, hearing, tasting, J:>me11ing, 
·feeling, counting, weighing; measuring .•.. 11 
He further asserts that it includes all other processes making it pos-
.sible for us to learn. 
Other accepted views concerning leat:ning in relation to science 
ll 
teaching have been pointed out by Wittich. He states that Hone 
1/Herbert j. Klausmeier ~· Teaching in. the Secondary Schools, H~:~.rper and 
Brothers, New York, 1958, p. 175. 
1./Philip Goldstein, How to Do an Experiment, Harcourt, Brae.e and 
Company~ New York, 1957, p . .28. 
3/Walter A. Wittich and Charles F. Schuller, Audio•Visual Materials, 
Harper and Brothers; New York, 1957, p. 212. 
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learns better. when all pertinent senses are employed •..• '' One learns 
best from any situation when lllQst .senses are used. In addition, 
1/ 
Brameld points out that "effective education is, above all else, the 
scientific method at work in every .~rea of eJq>erienee . 11 
USES ()F THE DEMJNSTRATION: 
A GUIDE ro MEANINGFUL EXPERIENCES 
Physics is generaUy considered diffi;cult to teach to young adults 
and it is also difficl:llt for them to learn, but perhaps this problem 
can be partially solv~d by a change in the teaching and learning en-
vironment. The writer maintains that the :major problem at hand is one 
of comprehension. What is the best teaching method leading to good 
comprehension! If the individual seeking knowledge is e:H:pected to 
understand the sciences and to be able to apply his knowledge in a 
scientific way, his academic prepar~tion should have the realistic 
±I orientati~n to eq~ip him. to deal with practical situations. Zim 
writes t "E;veryone who des.erves an education can learn how to think 
and act scientifically.... :Laws of science are no longer ends to be 
finally defined but means to be used in further scientific study .•.. 11 
In addition, he emphasizes that thi$ is in association with coDDllOn, 
everyday experiences. The demonstration method gives the student under· 
standing of science by an as.sociatio:n with reality, whieh he cannot 
tnaster from printed ideas alone. The demonst-ration further provides 
l/Brameld, op. cit., p. 90. 
!/~im, op. cit., pp. 4-6. 
11 
expel!i~nce for the student to be able to use yital phases of his ac-
quired knowledge effectively in actual life. 
Science teaching, to be of anyvalue to.the student, must.be 
taught with the definite understanding by the teacher.t:hat the student 
must: be able to use the acqu;i.red knowledge. It must be of value to 
him. Consequently, remembering a physics fornmla :is indeed a very 
poor indicat.ion that the student understands the law it represents. 
ll 
Conant points out that it is not ,enough to be able to recall a 
fermula or· that rtb~ing well infermed about science is not the same as 
understanding scie.nce, though the two propositions are not antithet:ical.n 
11No one can become a scientist by the mere mastery af seience con-
2/ . 
tent,tl writes.Zim.- This implies that to acquire useful knowledge one 
must be able ta. ob.serve, and to use the fa.cts ·I~a1;ned from th.e observa-
tion with ;facility. The demonstration~ in addition~ brings the student 
into contact. with things which are more real to him than the printed 
3/ . 
page. As pointed ou,t by Sternig:-
11Learning from the printed page is only one method [to 
lea~/ •.. It teacp.es best when :related to something real in the 
actual environment which can be seen and handled and to which 
the printed ideas apply. All ideas are nwre easi,ly gained and 
.IIIO]::'e securely held when learned through association with real 
things. 'This is, a fundam.ent:al prinq;iple of education!. It .can. 
hardly be considered a modern discovery but it is too often 
overlooked by tea{; hers. 11 , · 
.!/James :s. Conant> .On Understanding Science, ';rhe New .American Library 
of World Lite:rat11re~ lnc.,~ New York, 1951, pp. 25:-27. 
1/Z.im~ op. cit.> p. 5 ~· . 
3/John Sternig, llHome•made Visual Aids, r' See and Hear (April, 1946), p. 23 (as citedbyWittichandSchul1er:,,op. cit.; P~214). 
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In classroom situations,. if the .student can see and touch the device, 
the printed explanation make.s much more sens.e to him. It is not ab-
stract like the printed word, rather it is more meaningft:ll to the stu-
dent. 
USES OF THE DEMONSTRATION: 
A GUIDE TO lillFLECTIVE THINKlNG 
Only through logical, reflective, and deductivereasoning can the 
student acquire meaning or comprehension of ·the printed material. 
ll 
Richardson tells us that science., Han attitude of mind, a method of 
study and investigation, a body of organized knowledge--owes its exist-
ence to reflective thought." Considering that science is a logical 
process, and to understand science, one has to ·think reflectively. 
2:1 
Whitehead maintains: 
"Without deductive logic sci.ence would be entirely use-
less.... In the teaching of .science, the .art of thought 
should be taught: namely, the art of forming clear concep-
tions applying to firsthand experiences, the art of divining 
the general truths which apply, the art of utilizing general 
truths. by reasoning to more particular cases of some peculiar 
importance •••• " 
Learning to. reason is conseClU.ently at the very foundation of science 
J./ 
learning and comprehension. According to BrameLd~ ''Learning to 
reason, in the strict .sense~ becomes a maJor objective of secondary 
and college education ...• 11 H:ow many teachers teach the student how 
1/Richardson, op. cit., p. 107. 
2/Alfred North Whitehead, The Aims of Education, The Macmillan Company, 
New York, 1932, pp. 80-81. 
3/Bram.eld, op. cit., p. 323. 
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to reason? Modern trends in education demand the fulfillment of this 
responsibility placed on the tea~~ers. Physics. for instance, cannot 
be really taught as a rote mem6ry course. If this is attempted, it 
will haye very little. value to the student because he will not be able 
to transfer his acquired knowledge to any new situation t¥il:h which he 
will be confronted. In other words, being well-informed does not mean 
that understanding has taken place,. 
Only experiences which are ~eal ~q the student will give him 
]:_/ 
understanding. Brameld writes: 
1
'Man's mind ...• exists within the flow of experiel'lCe•-not at 
all outside of it. Mind is ne>~ some mysterious entity that de-
fies scientific explanation in the mental realm. As a matter of 
fact, it is not an entity; a distinct organ or object, at all. ••• 
Mind ist in essence 1 an especially .important way of experiencing. 11 
Experiencing is in essence an entity not independent of the mindJ on 
the contrary; it is a part of the mind. All p.hysical laws are logical; 
therefore, 'if the mind is to e:xperience knowledge from tho.se 1aws, it 
must be through the use of logical, reflective, and deductive reasoning. 
This short discussion of the philosophy of science education is 
only a small part of the entire field of the philosophy of education, 
but it cannot be regarded as unimportant and irrelevant because it is 
a part insepa~able from the total dis.eu:s.s.ion; p,~es;ep.t.ed in this thesis. 
i/ . 
Brameld writes, 11All of us philosophi_z~e: whenever we try to express 
the things we believe about our lives and about our relations to the 
rest of life.n 
.!/Bramel.d, op. cit., p. 102 . 
.f./Ibid., p. 84. 
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CRITERIA OF ~ EJi'FECTIVE PRESENT.A.'riON 
One of the major assets available to the teacher of science as a 
m~dium of instruction~ as discus.sed previously, is the delD(mstration. 
A demonstration; regardless of how elaborate; will be just as effective 
as the teacher makes it. .It is li;mperative th~t the teacher devote 
a great deal of time to the p;r:epar~tion of the demonstration if it is 
to be effective.. Demonstrations sh.ould be accompanied by a lecture .... 
:!./ 
discussion.. Richardso:11 emphasizes t:his point when he says: 
1l •••• the science teacher may accompany a demonstr~t:ion 
with his own connnents or description •••• this procedun~ /is7 
such that it. may be called more properly a demonstrat:ion--
discussion •.•. /geared towardT such appropriate functions as 
creating problelns, or solving them .... ll 
In this respect the lecture-discussion will help the student as he 
studies to comprehend the principle illustrated by the demonstration. 
To render the dell)Onstration more meaningful to the student, it should 
be accompanied l:>y informational materials.produced by the teacher. 
These include such items as the diagram, statement of princ~iple, de-
,, 
scription of apparatus, directions for the studentts ·experimentation, 
and statement of the historical ba;.ckgraund. The responsibility of 
producing the informational materials should be that of the~ teacher, 
but they can .b.e p:J;oduced as a c:;ooperative enterpris.e with one or more· 
students. 
?:.I 
As maintained by Burnett~ 11The effective tea.cher of science must 
make use of a vast array o£ te·aching materials. He must spend time in 
.!/Richardson, op. cit., p, 26. 
£/Burnett, op. cit., p. 354. 
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devising, assembling, lanE_/ using demonstrations and laboratory exper-
iences ...• '' The verbal introd1.1ction to the demonstration is,, ef co1.1rse, 
only one of the media the teacher c.an use in order to pr.eseat the dem .. 
onstration effectively. For instance., some particular demonstra.tima 
may req1.1ire the presentation by certain spt:cific audio..,visua,.l mal:E~J;±al 
used as an introduction. An effective demonstration demands an explora-
tion of all the possible methods of presentation, and the teacher is to 
choo.$e the most appropriate technique to fit the particular need. 
CR!TERlA OF A GOOD DEMJNSTR.ATION 
The presentation can be improved greatly when the follewing cri-
1/ 
teria for a good demonstration are followed, according to Richardson. 
They are: 
•i (1) The demonstration should be tried in advance. 
(2) The purpose of the demons·tration should be clear. 
(3) The demonstration should be visible to everyone in the 
room. 
(4) The apparatus used should be as simple as possible. 
(5) The demonstration should be utilbed as fully as pos-
sible in the light of its purposes.... Many demon-
strations introduce ideas and possible relationship 
for further study. H 
Richardson continues by saying that at ttmes it may be necessary to 
attempt a demonstration on the spur of the moment. Advance trial of 
the demonstration should not hinder the trial-and-error method of 
presentation, which is also all-important. Qt:tite often spontaneous 
situations arise in the classroom when it is necessary to explain a 
scientific principle to the student. This may necessitate, on the 
!/Richardson, op. cit. 1 pp. 80, 81, 82. 
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spur of the moment, the use of demonstration apparatus for which pre-
vious preparation has not been made, . Richardson states further that 
the apparatus should be simple in construction and in nature. 
A sixth criter.ion that should also be met~ according to the writer, 
is that the demonstration should not be the finale of the principle it 
exemplifies. Adequate follow"'up) such as discussion and formal or in-
formal testing> sho'\lld be provided to insure thorough unde:t:"standing. 
Other related criteria which should be met:, according to a group 
ll 
study in 1950 at Bo.ston University, are as follows: 
11 (1) It must demonstrate a principle. 
(2) .It should work and be as infallible as possible. 
(3) Apparatus should be on a large scale • 
. (4) It should be simple and speedy. 
(.5) It should be of easily available and inexpe>'lSive 
materials.n 
These are only a few but essential criteria the demonstration 
should meet in order to be effective. Other criteria may need to be 
met to fit some particular situations or conditions, which the teacher 
tru1y explore in order to meet certain specific situations. 
SPECIFIC FUNCTIONS OF THE I>EM0NSTRA.TION 
Some of the specific functions of the demonstration, according to 
gj 
Richardson~ are: 
11 (1) to solve a problem 
(2) to explain, to make clear by analysis 
(3) to verify, substantiate, and review 
(4) to supply an application 
J:./Murray 1 op. cit.,. p. 6. 
2/Richardson, op. cit., pp. 78-79. 
(5) to evaluate student achievement 
(6) to create a problem 
~P) to show methods and techniques 
(8) to d:lsplay- objects and specimens .'t 
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This passage seems to imply specific precesses of learning concurrent 
with the demons.tration. These functions se.e:m geared toward specific 
goals of accomplishment,: but these geals are not noted by Richardson. 
Above all, the write-r believes, before the demonstration can be 
effectively used,- a problem must be stated. The demonstration is then 
geared toward the solving of that problem by: (1) ma:king ~:!lear by 
analysis; (2) showing methods and techniques, especially emphasized to 
.slilew the logic o£ problem solving; (3) s.olving the problem; (4) -.supply-
ing an application of the problem and the solution; and (5) supplying 
meaning to the student•s subsequent experimentation. 
INTERDEPENDENCE OF EXPERIMENTATION TO DEMONSTRATION 
Often in the secondary school physic:s class the success of the 
.student: • s ex.perimentatio"!l is a result of the success of the demonstra• 
tion. Directions furni.shed by the itcookbook11 procedures of. the con-
ventional laboratory manual are not always effective as a method lead-
ing to reflective and critical thought. Admitting that critical think-
ing is an essential factor contributing to the. develepment of the physics 
student• s nd;nd, the demonstration is by far one of the most important 
contributors to the aim of critical thinking. It has been mentioned 
previo1.1sly in this work that experiments .alone ~:re freq_uently not 
.enough to teach particular principles because they do not provide the 
incentive; the guidance, the directions, nor the discipline which are 
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necessary to develop critical thinking. The-experimentation becomes 
meaningful to the student only when he is provided with the purpose for 
the experiment. The .student 1 s results will be mor.e meaningful to him 
and he will learn best frOm an experiment when he understands the prin-
ciples implicit in and the precedu.res necessary to a delOOnstrati.on. In 
1/ 
support of this statement, Breckenridge can be cited: 
11l'he problem .0£ educatien becomes •.•• the problem of 
helping., .. /students7 to learn te l:lse their imaginations 
eenstructively ..•• -Th:ip invelves acquainting •••. Lstudenti/ 
with as wide a set of scientifically accurate facts as pes-
sible. It means training /students7 in the habit of using 
facts rather than wishes a; a basi; fer thinking.'' 
The abave discussion applies to teaching students in seconda:~ry schools 
how to reason critic.ally by analogy. The student sees the delOOnstra-
tion, he can question the authenticity of what he saw, and finally, he, 
can prove or disprove his. doubts by experimentation. In relation to 
2:/ 
this statement, Brameld writes, as cited previously, that ;'learning 
h ult:i.mately not doing but reasoning ..•. 11 In contrast to this view, 
11 
Richardson maintains that learning is primarily a function of doing. 
Granted that doing is an intermediate step in the process of learning, 
doing must have some purpose and~ like some ultimate objective, it must 
not be. a goal in itself. The use of conventional laboratory manuals 
with the formal type of procedures outlined does not always influence 
attitudes leading to critical thinking. Demonstration may not be the 
1/Ma.rian E. Breckenridge and E. Lee Vincent, Child Development, W. B. Saunders Company, Philadelphia, 1955, p. 310. 
2/Brameld; op. cit., p. 323. 
2_/Richardson, op. cit., PJ;l· 179-180. 
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eomplete solution to the problemj. hut :f,.t can be said to be a step in 
the ri.ght dir-ection, leading to·a meaningful analysis of the problem 
being solved. 
EXPECTED OUTCOMES OF THE DEMJNSTRATION 
It is expected that the demonstration will give the student measur-. 
able acquisition of understanding and ability to transfer his knowledge 
to lifelike situations, experiences, and materials. It is expect!;:.d 
that the student will gain experience in discipline of lHs own mind and 
spirit so essential to the development of critical thinking. Critical 
thi~ing;c as mentioned previously, should be an objective. In the 
light of this objective, the preliminary discipline neeessary is the 
ability to reason logically, :reflectively~ and deduc;:tively. 
The results or aims of these achievements are 4etermined by the 
objectives outlined and established in mutual agreement between the. 
!I 
teacher and his students. On this point; Richardsen states that 
11'1:1ltimately ••.. [the. pla.£7 represents the eembined efforts of the stu-
dents and the teacher. 11 
In addition, the teacher should always be alert to recognize ilDIIle-
diate goals that the pupils set up intermittently. These goals aJ;e 
associated with the pupilrs peculiar needs, experiences, and daily 
asseciations. When this occurs; the p:1;1pi1 is. guided into the over•a,J.l 
classroom objectives as he responds individually to his particular ob-
jective. For example, in a physics c.lass a boY might be particularly 
!/Richardson, op. cit., p. 170. 
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interested in repa~ring television sets. He st-udLes'·a demonstration 
outlined by the te.acher on the elec.tronie tube.. His pec-uliar interest 
and goal are derived from his individ-ual experience, At this peint,. 
the teacher guides him to reach the over-all class objectives by ac-
knowledging his peculiar goal in the planning of the presentation. 
Numerous opportunities result from the demonstration method for 
guidance of the pupil by the teacher into eempetitive activities and 
group work. The teacher shou.ld always be alert to recogn.ize the pupil 1 s 
eJq~anding interest in technological advances~ the use of the scientific 
:method, and his passible choice of a vocation that was inspired by his 
classra.om studies. 
EVALUATION OF OUTCOMES USED AS A Gtr!PE 
Important factors to be can~idered in the ev.aluation of eutcemes,. 
]) 
according to Richardson, are as follows.: 
11Ability to think reflectively. 
Ability to retain content-facts,. prineip.les~ Lin~/ 
.generalizations. 
Unders.tanding of and .skill with qua.nt~tative relationships. 
Ability to work effectively in the laboratory. 
'Ability te developj erganize; and e~press ideas." 
Evaluation of the otitcemes of the demenstration can be ase.d a.s a guide 
to determine what. how much, and of what guality is the knowleclge the 
student acquired from the demonstration. Onemajer advantage ef the 
demonstration resides in. the possibility of repetition of parts of the 
de100nstration; it allows also improvement in the technique of presen~a-
tion with the needs of the stu.dent. In other words, what the stud.;nt 
1/Richardson, op. cit.j p. 147. 
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did not understand the first time can be repeated when necessary until 
understanding is achieved. 
The demonstratian. method affords one of the bes.t oppo:rtunities for 
the teacher to make random direct observations of pupils' reactions to 
a presentation. For .example, after a demo~stration has been introduced, 
the teacher can observe how pupils handle the apparatus and how they 
interpret data in relatian to mechanical equipment designed to show a 
scientific problem. 
Anecdotal records, cenfet:ences with pupils, individual laboratory 
reports (reports o.f students 1 findings)~ 'and individual pupil reactions 
during classroom discussions are same of the means of evaluation. These. 
and other channels <:~.id the teacher in art:iving at a systematic evalua-
tion of the studerits 1 understanding of scientific principles. 
CHAPTER II! 
SEVEN DEM:>NSTRATIONS: APPARATUS 
INTRODUcTION 
This chapter in.al.udes an outline of seven demonstrations that 
serve as typi·cal examples of the demonstration technique discussed in 
this thesis. The organization of each individual section is th.e same. 
The presentation of the material in each section is intreduced by a 
diagram which is followed by a guide for the procedures of presentation. 
Teacher's Guide.-- The teacher's guide for the presentation of the 
deiOOnstration is outlined as £ollowst (1) the diagram, which intra-
duces the sec,tion; (2) a statement of the principle; (3) description 
of the apparatus; (4) suggestiens for the procedure. ef presentation in• 
eluding demonstration, observation, and suggestions for students' ex-
perimentation. 
Student'.s Guide.-- The student's guide is made up of reproduced 
informational materials which are given to the student. The informa-
tional material is outlined as followst (1) the diagram introducing 
the section; (2) a statement of the prineiple; (3) desed.ptian of t.he 
apparatus inc.luding a material list, procedures' and directions for 
construction; (4) a direc.tive for the s.tudent 1s experimentation (made 
by the teacher using the suggestions presented here); (5) an outline 
of the historical background and principle; and (6) a student's report 
' 
of findings (laboratory report .sheet). 
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PRESSURE-DENSITY GAUGE 
I. Principle: 
Under a given pressure a confined liquid will rise in a tube 
to a height which is inversely propertional to its density. 
11. Description of apparatus:, 
A. Materials needed for the construction: 
1. One meter-stick 
2. One wooden board 1 meter long for the baek board 
3. One square board for the.base 
4. One piece of wood 2 inches by 2 inches 
5. Four two-inch weod screws 
6. Two Florence flasks 
7. Two 2-hole stoppers 
8. Two glass tubes, about 2 inches long 
9. One Y-tube 
10. Two rubber !;:ubes, about 6 inehes long 
11. One rubber tube, about 15 inches long 
12. One pinch clamp 
13. Two glass tubes, preferably one: meter long and small-size. 
diameter 
14. Two 1/2-inch wood screws 
15. Two clamp holders (wire ca,n be used) . 
B. Construction.: (Refer to diagram) 
1. Cut the back board to the required size. 
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2. Fasten the meter stick to the back board with screws (or use 
glue). 
3. Make a suitable base with a piece of plywood and fasten to 
the back board with screws, using the 2..,inch by z..,inch to 
give it strength. 
4. Assemble the tubing and the Florence flasks as shown in the 
diagram. 
5. Fasten the Florence flasks to either the base. or the back 
board with cla~ps or by any other suitable method. 
III. Procedure: 
A. Demonstration: 
This demonstration is used to show and calculate the density 
of any unknown liquid, provided the density of the companion 
liquid used is known.. The demonstration shows that at a given 
pres.sure confined liquids of different densities will rise un-
equally in the tubes. To demonstrate this, place each of the 
two liquids, one of known <lrld one of unknown density~ in Florence 
flasks. Place the stoppers in the flasks, making certain that 
there are no leaks .;tnd that the long glass tube.$ reach below the 
level of the liquids. Blowing into the rubber tube will cause 
the two confined liquids to rise in the tubes unequ.;t.lly. 
B. Calculating the density of an unknown: 
Plac.e a known,. density liquid in one of t:he Florence flasks, 
and a. liquid of unknown denaity in the other flask. Water is 
recommended for the known liquid. 
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The principle states that at a given pressure a confin.ed 
liquid will rise in a tl.ilbe to a: height which is inversely p:ro-
portional to its density. Another way of stating the princ.iple 
is that the pressure exerted by a column o.f liquid :ls directly 
proportional to the product of its height and density. This can 
be expressed by the formula 
p = dh 
where P is the pressure~ d is the density~ and h is the height. 
Letting this formula represent the known-density liquid in one 
of the .Florence flasks~ the pressure caused by the unknown density 
liquid in the other flask can be expressed by the formula 
where P1 is the pressure, dl is the density, and h1 is the height 
of the unknown. 
As the pressures in both flasks are the same, eq11alized by 
the Y-tube, 
S11bstituting ;in the farmula: 
.Solving for the density of the unknown: 
c. Studentts experimentation: 
Having seen the deJOOnstration, the: student should be abl.e 
to exJ?eriment with the piece of apparatus. The usual procedure 
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is to give the. student about three samples of unknown liquid to 
identify. Following the same procedures as explained in the 
demonstration~ the heights to which the two liquids will rise 
in the tubes can be determined. Using these figures, the stu,_ 
dent can c.alculate the. density of the unknown liquid. With the 
calculated density (for eaeh unknowa) the identification of the 
unknown can be fol.llld by consulting the density tables in the 
textbook or library reference books. 
\ 
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Historical Background and Principle--Student's Information 
The historical background of this piece of apparatus is related 
to a number of devices which work on a similar principle. The ancients 
we;re aware of air pressure caused by the atmO.sphere. Evangelista Tor-
ricelli1 some three hundred years ago, first attempted to measure it .. 
Torricelli is credit.ed with the invention of the mercury barometer. 
The barometer measures atmospheric pressure, or in other words~ th~ 
weight of a colunm. of air o:f unit size extending the full "depth'' of 
the atmosphere. The lift pump, which works on a s.imilar principle, was 
invented long before Torricelli 1 s time. In fact, Tord.celli invented 
the barometer because the Duke of Tuscany had asked him why his well 
pump did not work. Torricelli did not know the answer, so he decided 
to experiment. lie discovered that atmospheric pressure could not force 
the water high enough in the pipe for the pump to lift it to the surface. 
Once it was known that atmospheric pressur.e caused a column. of water to 
ri.se to some height (34 feet), l'orricelli substituted water with a denser 
liquid (mercury) and made a practical barometer. 
The next invention to be mentioned is the force pump. This pump, 
rather than lifting, forces liquids into a tube. This pump is placed 
at the bottom of a well and pushes the liquid up the pipe. Thi.s type 
of pump is used today to pump oil from deep wells. The principle of 
operation of the force pump is that it furnishes enough pressure to 
overcome the pressure caused by the column of liquid abov.e it. When 
the column of liquid is more dense, it requires more pressure to lift 
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it. The height a liquid or a given density will rise in a tube i.s 
limited to th~ pr~ssure exerted by the pump. This is esse111.tially how 
the Pressure.• Density Gauge works. 
All the d~avices discussed here ha'Ve 0ne thing in c0mmon: liquid 
is displaced be.cause of differential pressure. at the ends af the tube. 
This is t0 say that by c0nnec:ting a vacuum pump to a y,.tube c0nnected 
t0 the top of the tubes of the Pressure-Density Gauge, the same results 
can be obtained as previously described. 
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PRESSURE·-DENSITY GAUGE 
Student's Repor:t of Findings 
By a diagr~ clearly drawn an(}. labeled., illus.trate the principle 
you have investigated. 
In what aspect of reality daes this principle apply? 
Name three appli~ations 1 and discuss one fully .• 
l . 
. 2. 
3. 
Give your comments on the instrument·:. Explain how it helped you· 
understand more clearly the principle.. If it did not help, suggest how 
it could be improved. 
Identification of nunknowns" 
Density Identification 
Sample No. of kri.own o,f unknown of unknown 
'liquid liquid liquid 
How does the Pressure-Density Gauge resemble a barometer? 
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CARTES tAN DIVER 
I, Principle: 
When the weight ef .~ body placed in water is greater than the 
weight ef the velume o.f water it displaces, the body will sink. 
II .. Description of apparatus: 
A. Materials needed for construction: 
1. One cald~water jacket from an old candenser 
2. Two eorks to fit the ends 
3. Qne rubber tube about 3 feet lang 
4. One te.st tube 
5. One. r1:1bber tube 2 inches long 
6. One glass red 1 inch lang 
7 • One air pump 
8. Water to fill the condenser 
9. Food coloring (optional) 
10. Two burette clamps 
11, one ringstand 
12. One air pressure gauge. 
B. Construction: 
1. Close one end of the c.endenser with a cork. This end will 
be the bottom. Assemble the stand and attach the eonden.ser 
to it with clamps, 
2. Plug the side bo.ttom opening using the shart rubber tube 
and glass plug. 
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3. Pour water .into .the cont?,:iner to 3/4 full. 
4. Fill the test tube with water. 
5. Place one finger over the mouth qf the test tube, then in~ 
vert the tubeJ holding it directly above the opening of .the 
condenser. 
6. Simultaneously rerncrve the finger from the :mouth of the test 
tube and drop the test: tube *-n the container. I£ th.is is 
well done~ there will be just about. the right amount of wat.er 
left :in the test tube. The test tube should n.ow be buoyant; 
about 1/2 inch of the tes1: tube .should b.e above the water 
level. 
7. Close the top opening with the other esrk. 
8. Connect one end of the long rubber tube to the side top epea-' 
ing and connect. .the. other end to the pump. 
Iii. Proc.edure: 
A. Demonstration; 
'This demonstration is to show that if the, weight of a. body 
is more than the weight of th¢. volume of liquid it displaces; 
it will sin~; if less, it will float+ 
Increased pressure in the closed aont:ainer causes the water 
to rise in~Jide the test tube by co:mpressing the captive air. As 
the captive air decreases in volume, t:he test tube and air dis-
place less water to the point where the test tube and air weigh 
more tha.n the water displaced. A release of pressure will lower 
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the water level :Ln the. test tube and cause it to rise. 
This is an excellent demonstration of the Cartesian fliver 
as the variation cilf the water l.evel in the test tube e.an be as 
much as 1 1/2 inehe.s. Coloring the water will add to the visual 
demonstration. 
B. Calculating the pressure in the test tube at depth: 
The pressure on the Cartesian B.iver c.an be cal.eulated for 
each demonstration by the depth at which it will be buoyed. At 
that point the weight ef the: Cartesian lil.iver is exac.tly equal 
t.o the weight of the water it displaces; or., the ''density of the 
test tuber~ is exactly equal to the density of the water at that 
depth. According to Archimedes' principle, the test tube is 
buoyed up by a force F equal to the weight ef the water dis-
placed. Using the mean. distance the test tube sinks, measured 
from the leve]; of the water to the middle of the test tube, the 
average 'Pressure acting oti the test tube can be calculated. Ex-
pressed by a formula the pressure is: 
P = Pw + Pa. 
where P is the total pressure, Pw i.s the pressure caused by the 
water above, and Pa is the air pressur.e in the confined container. 
Pressure Pw equals the product of the height h and the density d 
of the water. Using an air pressure gauge (reading in pounds per 
square inch); the pressure of the air in the confined container 
can be substituted directly in the formula. The pressure caus-
ing the test tube to be buoyed is, as expressed by a formula: 
P = d·h + Pa 
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C. Student 1s experimentation: 
Variations fro111 the demonstration can be used for the stu-. 
dentrs experimentation. By connecting an air pressure gauge on 
either the pump or the rubber tube, the student can determine 
the pressure in the enclosed container. With the readings ob-
tained, the student can calculate the pressure in the test tube. 
Another variatian. is using a liquid other than water in: 
the condenser tube. A less dense liquid will require less pres-
sure for the same effeet. A denser liquid~ like salt water, 
will require a greater pressure. 
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Historical Background and Principle-•Student • s Information 
A body floating or submerged in a liquid is buoyed up by a force 
equal to the weight of the liq1,1id displaced. This principle was dis• 
covered by the Greek mathematician and inventor~· Archimedes, in the 
third century B .. C. Archimedes did not invent· the principle of the boat 
buoyed on water, but he explained it by a .mathematical formula. In 
an.cient Greece mathematics was considered as a sort of mythical study 
for the higher class of people, As a resul,tj there were no correla-
tions between rea.lia and mathematical formulae; .Archimedes y although 
belonging to the upper· cla.ss, was intrigued and eager to investigate 
some of the natural phenomena and explain them in terms of mathematics, 
but be was l;'eluctant to make public his discoveries. Archimedes, as a 
result, did nat leave records of a:U .af his many discoveries. 
The 0peration of the Cartesian Diver is. based. on Archimedes 1 Prin• 
ciple. When the level of the water in the tes.t tube rises, the weight 
of the test tube is increased. This is because the volume-air which is 
trapped in the test tube is reduced. Some 0£ the buoyancy of the test 
tube is pr0vided by the entrapped ail:' in the tube. This is t0 say that 
the air in the t.est tube weighs less than the water it displaces. Part 
of the volume occupied by the air is replaced by water which is denser 
than air. The remaining smaller volume 0f air in the tube is not large 
enough to provide the necessary bu0yancy to lift the test tube. As .a 
result; the test tube will sink. 
'' -,, ~c~-..- ----..-'"""'"' .,..~-·"·-n- ~~' ~ . ...-..,_ 
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,Another very important principle ·~king it possible te increase 
the weight of the test tube was first stated and de100nstrated by Blaise. 
Pascal 0.623-1662). Pasc.al discovered that any change of pressure in 
an enclosed fluid is transmitted undimini.shed to all parts of the fluid. 
A practical application of this principle is tQ be found in hydraulic' 
systems where a force is applied on one part Q.f the liquid and some load 
is 100ved at another. An increase in pressure in the eondenser tube 
means an equal increase in pressure. in the smal!er test tube; or any-
where else within the closed container. 
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CARTESIAN DIVER 
Student1 s Report of Findings 
By a diagram .clearly dra'Wn and labeled, illustr.at~ the principle 
of operation of the Cartesian Div'e:i:'. 
At a given depth a submarine is moving at a given. rate of speed. 
Does the s1.1bma.rine weigh ~' ~) or ,the same as the volume of water 
it displaces? Explain your answer . 
.A large ocean· liner sank to the bottom of the oc.ean (depth is 70 
feet). Experts claim it can be lifted back to the surface., Demonstrate 
with a device o£ your own making how this will be done~. using .Arahimedes 1 
and Pascal 1 s Prine iple.s ~ 
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EXPLOSION CAN 
I. Principle: 
When combustible dust is dispersed in air inside a cl(;)sed con-
tainer1 the dust and the oxygen in the air combine explosively when 
ignited. 
II. Dascription of apparatus,: 
A. Materials needed £or the construction: 
L A. one-pound size tobacco can (o:t any similar can with a 
friction tid) 
2. A complete stem and valve from a bicycle tire, .or auto, inner 
tube 
3. Two rubber washe:t:s to :Ht over the stem (may be made from 
sheet rubber) 
4. One screw cap from a catsup bottle 
5. One short wax candle 
6. One rubber tube 1/4-inch inside diameter, minimum length 36 
inches for safety. (This is i:mportapt!) 
7. Matches 
8. Lycopodium powder; or any other combustible, dry, fine powder. 
B. Construction: 
1. Use a toba~co can about one-pound size (or any other can of 
similar size which has a friction cover). 
2. Gut a hole on the side of the can about 1/3 the height of the 
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can from the bottom to fit snugly over the valve stem. 
3. Using a screw cap, from a catsup bottle or any other cap of 
comparable size, cut a hole to fit over the stem as close to 
the bottom of the cap as possible. This bottle cap will 
serve as a funnel to hold the powd¢r. 
4. A support for the candle can be made from sheet metal. Loca-
tion of the support is not essential as the candle can be 
placed anywhere. Light the candle and place a few drops of 
wax at the bottom. of the car1 to mo'\lllt the candle upright. 
5. Assemble as shown in the diagram. 
Itt. Procedure: 
A. Demonstration! 
This piece of appara.tus is designed to deiDQnstrate in safe 
miniature the danger of dust explosions in mines, grain elevators, 
or where the air is contaminated w.ith, dust? mostly because of 
poor ventilation or low humidity. This experiment is more than 
instruction in physics--it is a lesson in safety. 
Place one t.easpoonful of lycopodium powder in the funnel 
(the bottle cap). Light the candle and close the cover of the 
can quickly. 'Plac:e the open end of the lang tube in the mouth 
and blow hard. 
CAUTION: Do not stand clos.e !£., £E.~ the can. Be~ far 
away~ possible. As the strength of the can is un-
known, if the cover fits too snugly, the.~ may blow E£_. 
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B. Investigations: 
Lycepodium powder is the most cemmonly used dust f0r this 
experiment. Actually~ any cembustible powder can be used. 
Some of the dusts used were wheat~ oats, .tobacco, paper (well"" 
washed and dried), hay, and a numbe.r of minerals. 
C. Studentts experimentation: 
The Explosion Can was designed ;for students 1 use. The 
bicycle valve provides safety for the student. Nevertheless 
the student must be ~arefully instructed of the dangers in 
using the can. 
The usual procedure is to give the student .a selectien of 
powder samples for him to determine their relative explosive 
powers by using always the same amount of powder for each e·x-
periment. It is also recommended that the student perfo~ seme 
experiments on no:n..,explosive powders so that he may experience 
the difference. The list of powders. mentioned in investigations 
will provide a good select::ieii of powders. 
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Historical Background and Principle•-Student' s Information 
All combustible materials need oxygen to 11burn. t·r Burning is simply 
a chemical process called oxidation. In oxidation the atoms of the fuel 
combine chemically with atoms. of 0:&ygen and farm a new substance. The 
general ch~mical reaction is not too important to as at this time; what 
is most i1liportant is how fast do~s this combu.stion take place? 
A kindling wood fire consumes oxygen at a relatively slow rate a~;; 
contrasted to a gasoline fire. If the same piece of wood is broken 
into many parts, a larger area of wood is exposed to oxygen and thus 
the wood will burn faster. The carburetor of an automobile mixes a.ir 
with the vaporized gasoline, and the two are compressed into the cyl-
inder.. The droplets of gasoline are all surrounded with oxygen. The 
result is that the gasoline burns 0 so .fast 11 that it produces an explosion. 
This is to say that the :rate of o~idation is very fast. l!'or better ex-
plosions in the cylinder of the internal combustion engine it was found 
that gasoline needs to be mixed with air at the ratio of 1: H. What 
happens when an automobile t s engine is Hfloodedn is that the ratio of 
the gasoline to ~ir is more than 1:16, perhaps 1:.8. Although gasoline 
is plentiful in the cylinder; the spark from the spark-plug will not 
ignite it. Gasoline companies hav~ spent a great deal of money in :re-
search in an effort to reduce the :!;",ate of combustion of gasaline. The 
principle is to make the explosion last as long as pos.sible without 
sacrificing power. 
Consequently, with different rates of combustion of the different 
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fuels, it ls possible to use combustible materials for different pur-
poses. 
Explosives, in the form of black powder (potassium nit.rate mixed 
with carbon and sulphur) 1 were known long ago by the Chines,e. R0ger 
Bacon, in the thirteenth century, independently dbcovered black powder. 
. . 
Black powder was first 'l.lsed for war at the Battle of Creey in 1346. 
Nitroglycerin (a combinc:ition 0f gl,ycerin and nitric aeid) wa.s first 
discovered by .Aseanio Sobrero, an Italian., in 1846. Nitroglycerin is 
a very p0werful detonator,. but it is al~o very difficult and dangerous 
to handle and transport. 
Alfred Nob.el of Sweden perfected dynamite in 1864. He discovered 
that nitroglycerin retain.s most of its explosive quality when mixed 
with a fine absorbent mineral substance. What Nobel discovered was 
that he could slow down the rate of combustion by exposing less o£ the 
surface area of the nitroglycerin to oxygen. 
For the Explosion Can; the reverse is true: combustible dusts are 
exposed to ~ oxygen. Hence the rate of combustion is increased high 
enough to be. explosive. A normally harmlass combustible material has 
become a dangerous explosive. Imagine this to be a gra.in elevator •... 
Explosives are harmless i£ controlled., but they are very destrllctive 
and dangerous when not controlled; 
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EXPI.OS ION C.AN 
Student 1 s Report of Findings 
In what aspect of reality c1oes ·the principle of the Explosion Can 
apply? Explain.one of the following: How can a grain elevator, or a 
coal mine;· explode? 
Compare the Explosion Can. with an automobile carburetor. 
Describe some of the necessary precautions which must be followed 
to prevent explosions in coal mines .. 
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SPECTROSCOPE 
I. Principle: 
E.ach chemical element in the periodic table, when rais.ed to a 
high temperature and vaporbed, emit~> its own characteristic light 
with its characteristic 11 lines0 {with definite wave lengths) which 
are observed as "speetral lines. 1' 
II. Description of apparatus: 
A. Materials needed for construction: 
1. l'wo double convex lenses (55 mm by 88 mm focal length) 
2. One sheet of diffraction grating replica~ cut to needed size 
3. One piece. of frosted glass 
(The above articles can be purchased from Edmund Scientific 
Company, Barrington, New Jersey.) 
4. An old drafting compa$s with a center.,.wheel adjustment 
5. A piece of galvanized sheet metal for the light .slit 
6. About. two dozen brass w00d screws, l/2 inch long 
7. Two brass bolts with n\lts 
8. One bottle of lndia ink 
9. varnish, shellac; blac.k p.aint) and glue 
10. Common hand tool$ 
11. Two inches oJ platinum. wire. 
12, But1sen burner or blow torch 
13. Selection of chemical compounds, such as salt 
14. The wood re-quired will be listed in construction., as any 
dimension.s will do 
15. A pair of tweezers. 
B. Construction: 
1. Select the two double-convex: lenses to be use.d. 
2; Dimensions for the box; 
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a. The di.stance from the outer ed~e of the light !'>lit to the 
center of lens (1) equals. the focal l¢ngth. 
h. The distance between lens (1) and the center of the dif-
fraction grating equals 11/7 of the foeal length. 
c. The di.stance between the center of the diffraction gratipg 
and the center of lens (2) eq_uals 2/7 of the focal length 
of lens (1). 
d. The distance between t:he center of lens (2) and the out,er 
surface of the frosted glass equals the focal length of 
lens (2). The frosted side .o£ the glass is toward the 
outside. 
e. The cross-sectional dimensions of the inside of the box 
are to fit the lenses used. Cut the diffraction grating 
replica to fit. 
3. Remove the angle-adjustment screw from the old drafting compass. 
4. Cut the parts for the light slit from galvanized sheet metal. 
The bottom part is cut to a height half the height of the box:. 
The top part is high enough so that it i$ higher than the box 
by 1 inch when in place over the bottom part. 
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5~ Roll the top edge. of the,.top piece af the light slit around 
a nail. .After rall.i:ng, remove the nail and drill a hole 
large enough to fit the ~djustment screw downward through 
the 11 tubula:r" section. 
6. Make a bridge from hardwood, a$ show:n in the diagram. By 
drilling one hole acres s the top~ and one, downward through 
it so that the holes cross, the necessary holes for the ad-
j~stment screw and. the threaded cross bar are p't'r:>vided. 
7. Assemble the bridge~ adjustment screw, and the parts for the 
light slit.~ as shown in the diagram. 
8. The retna.inder ef the. boJC can be assembled by following the 
diagram. ';rhe dimensions are not importBJlt except for the 
length, which must be, correlated with the focal lengths of 
lenses (1) and (2). 
9. Paint the inside df the b0x with India ink. 
10. Paint, varnish, or shellac the .outside ef the box. 
lit. Pr0cedure: 
A. Demonstration: 
This piece of apparatus is designed to demonstrate that 
elements can be identified by spectroscopic methods. Using a 
sample such as common table salt in solution, the element sodium 
can be identified by its characteristic yellow C0lor emitted at 
high temperature. Holding the platinum wire with tweezers, wet 
the wire with the salt solution. Place the wire over a Bunsen 
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b1.'lrner and observe the flame with the speetro.scope. The, spectre-
,scope will show .a bright yellow line across the viewing screen~ 
Thi13 is the characteristic wave length emitted by sodiuni.. Sim-
ilar.observations can be·ma.de of any eletnent in the periodic 
table. 
B. Observations: 
This piece of apparatus is not design.ad to measure wave 
lengths~ but for a visual relative 11measurement 11 of the wave 
::lengths. The longer wave lengths visible are the red, and the. 
shorter ones are violet. The langest '*ave lengths to the 
shortest at'e progr.essively red, arange; yellaw~ green; blue,. 
indigo; and violet. Observation of a reg1;1lar tangsten-filament 
light bulb with the spectroscope will show all colors of the 
spectrum~ The four }110st prominent and defined colors are red, 
yellaw, blue, and violet.. Red, yellow, and blue are primary 
colors; while violet is pronu:ne:nt because it is located at the 
end of the scale. The rema.ining colors seem to blend with the 
others, thus do not appear too well-defined. 
Any element can be identified by comparative analysis. For 
instance~ sodium will show twa str()ng yellow lines only .. while 
hydrogen el]lits lines of red, greenish-.blue, indigo-violet,. and 
violeL Thus there is no reasc::lliable doubt as to the identities 
of these two elements.; ar those of any ethers similarly compared. 
C. Student's experimentation: 
Given various samples of chemical compounds and metals, 
Boston University 
School of Education 
tihra.ry 
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the student can identify them by the comparative method described 
previously. The spectroscope can be· used by tnOre than one stu-
dent at a time. While one student is preparing his samples for 
observation, another c:an be observing his with the spectroscope. 
A good· selection of sampl.es to be analyzed in~tludes about 
two gases , such as a hydrogen tube., and two metals . As the 
average time allowed in actual classroom situations is limited~ 
to analyze these four samples in one class period seems adequate .. 
The student must be required to keep records of his obser-
vations. These records can be ke~t on file for future reference. 
Records weU kel"t e.an be used as an index fil.e, thus eliminating 
the necessity 0f making comparative analysis each time. In the 
future~ to determine the identity of a given element, one has 
only to refer to the inde~ file. 
Historical Background of Spectroscopic Studies--
Student's Information 
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There are three distinct types of spectra which cari be observed 
with this spectroscope~ continuous, bright.-line; and dark-line (or 
absorJ?tive), 
Continuous spectrum. An 'unbroken band of seven colors indicates. 
a conti:rtt:LO'US spectrum. This band 0f colors is. praduced by incandescent 
substances~ :For instance, when a pl,atinum wire i,s placed in the color-
less portion of a Bpnsen burner flame, a. contit).uous spectrum will be 
observed. 
Bright.;l:lne spectrum. Gases or vap0rs under atmospheric pressure 
raised to a high temperature will emit bright-line spectra. For ex-
ample, if the spectroscope is turned toward a high-voltage; gas-
discharge tube such as a n,eon sign, a series of bright horizontal 
lines of various colors on a black background will be obs.erved. In 
fact, the colors observed will be predominantly red for neon. Red is 
the characteristic colar for neon because several af the bright lines 
emitted by neon are in the red region. Observation of a sodium high-
way light. with the spe.ctroscope will reveal only a pair of bright 
yellow lines close together. 
The same observat:i.on of sodium can be :ma,de by using table salt. 
Dip a short platinum wire in salt solution and place in a Buns.en burner 
flame and observe with the speetros.c0,pe. Two bright yellow lines close 
together .ar.e always characteristic 0f sodium. 
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Dark-line or absorptive spectrum. A glowing gas or -vapor is able 
to remove or absorb from a continuous spectrum the lines of color it 
emits at a high temperature. For instance; using the spectroscope, ob-
serve white light passing through sodium vapor; A continuous or rain .. 
bow background will b~ seen crossed by two horiz;ontal black lines at 
exactly the location of the yellow.lines described above for sodium 
bright-line emission .. 
Studies of the sun's spectrum: ·The continuous spectrum emitted 
by the sun was first studied in 1802 by Wollaston, who also observed 
the black lines which were interspersed through<rut the solar spectrum • 
.A few years later, in 1817, Joseph von Fraunhofer independently 
discovered and studied the black lines which are emitted in the solar 
spectrum. Fraunhofer mapped an.d studied some seven hundred of these 
lines. He. labeled eight of .the most prominent ones by the first letters 
of the alphabet. These eight lines, in honor of the discoverer, are 
called the Fraunhofer lines. 
Reasons for the dark,.lines. The omission of parts of the solar 
spectrum is attribut!ed to absorption of the missing bands by the solar 
atmosphere. High ten1perature causes the sun to emit a continuous 
spectrum. .As light passes through the sun's cooler at100sphere, certain 
wave lengths are absorbed. Not all the wave lengths are absorbedi but 
only the wave lengths this gaseous atmosphere would emit if heated to 
a high temperature. rn other words. the atoms of a chen:lica1 element 
will absorb only the wave lengths which are characteristic of its own 
frequencies, while other atoms will absorb only certain other character .. 
istic wave lengths. 
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A siinple explanation is tha·t the vibration of atemic electrons of 
an element at a high temperat\lre is the cause of the l.ight emitted by 
thos~ atoms. The motion of the el,~ctt:ons gives 1:be to electromagnetic 
waves W'bich have exactly the aame frequeneies as the e:~tcited eleetrons. 
ConverseLy, ~hen the atoms of an element are in a gaseous state, 
the:¥' will absorb only tbe wave lengths (or electromagnetic waves) which 
are eharacteris tic of the frequencies of their owtto deetrons. This can 
be compared to the res0nance af two tuning. forks. The second fork will 
resonate only when it i.s at. exactly the same frequency as the first. 
The light wave frectuencies removed or .a}>so-rbed from white light 
passing through a vapor will be at eJtactly the natural frequencies as 
the atoms in the gas. '.rhe atoms set in :motion because of the absorbeci 
energy re-:-emit this e-x.tra enet:gy an extraordinar:tl.y s.hort .fraction of 
a second after absorbing it. The chances 0£ emi:ttin& the absorbed 
energy in any one dir~ctian are equally probable for all directions. 
Therefore; very little o£ the absorbed light waves are emitted parallel 
to the ray of incidence. In the $pectroscope, the portions absorbed 
~ill appear black. 
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SPECTROSCOPE 
Student·' s Japort of Fi'[lgings 
By the use of t.b& ~aph below, JD8ke a relative. eomparbon of the 
spectrum lines ob.$erved with the s~ctrasc:;ope .for each element t1:t~ied. 
Sample No. Spectrum lines· Element 
a. y Q a B I. v 
-
-
Do you think that a spectt'Oscop~ has a pr•c:tical :huplidat:i.on in 
th~ indU$try? 'Expl..a.in one appLication which it tnay have in any in-
dustries (e <8,, $teel industry. cc>pper .indastrY:~ e.tc. .• ).. ;ruch as quality 
analysis. . 
·' ; 
L .. - -----Y 
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ADJUSTABLE J -TUBE 
·METER-STICK ENLARGED VJEW 
I m 
CLAMP 
/a:_ 
MARKER 
I 
.J...ALPHEE DESJARDiNS 
ji)S) 
ADJUSTABLE 3-TUBE 
l. Principle: 
The volUllle of a confined gas at constant tet11perature varies 
inversely as the pressure. 
II. Description of apparatus: 
A. Materials needed for construction: 
l. One meter stick 
2.. One glass .tube with a small faucet, preferably built as 
shown in the diagra.tn 
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3. One glass tube with a funnel, preferably built as shown in· 
the diagram 
(Both glass tubes above can be purchased from any supp;I.y house.) 
4. One heavy gauge or plied rubber tube 20 inehes long 
5. Markers or indicators, and the clamps,. can be made from 
serap sheet metal. .See the diagram. 
6. Three bolts with nuts to fal'!ten the clamps to the support 
beard.s 
7. Two $tove bolts 2 inches long, and twa washers to fit the 
bolts 
8. Wood needed~ Hardwood is recemmended: 
a. One board one meter lengf for the back board 
b. One board, 1/4 inch thickf cut to dimension to cover the 
top of the back board 
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c. Two boards~ 1/4 by 1 l/2 by 15 inches long~ for the sup-
ports for the glass tubes 
d. One board, 1 inch by 12 inche.s square, for the base board 
9. Glue, nails~ screws, sandpaper) andyarn.ish 
10. Connnon hand tools and a table saw, if available 
11. Two pounds of mercury. 
B. Construction: Refer to the diagram. 
1. The back board~ 
Make the b.ack board from hardwood. The gre0ves, as 
shown, can be made w.ith a table saw. The grooves on both 
side.s must be 1/4 inch deep and wider at the bottom than at 
the surface. The middle groove is cut deep enough and wide 
enough to hold a meter stick. Lastly, cut the board te length; 
one meter long. 
2. The base: 
F.ashion the base board from hardwood or p!ywood to the 
given dimensions. Dri!l the necessary hole.s and fasten to 
the. back board with .screws. 
3. The supports for the glass tubes: 
Cut the two support pieces from hardwood to fit the out-
side grooves on the back board so that they slide up and down 
easily. Cut to length (about 15 inches long). Drill the 
hole for the clamps only after making the clamps. 
4. The clamps, for the glass tubest 
Fashion the clamps from old she.et metal, as shown in 
the diagram. Driil the holes in the Glamps for the bolts, 
Drill the holes to fit t:he clamp.s in the support boards. 
5 • .Adjustment screws~ 
The adjustment screws are fashioned from two s~ve 
b~lts. wfth t;he holes of the washers filed square to fit 
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over .. the square collar of the bolt. Drive the washers snugly 
over the square col.lar against the inside of the head. Rivet 
the square collar again13t the washers. 
6. The nuts for the adjustment screws: 
. Cotint;.ersink the nut fo:r the adjustment. from the end of 
the support bo.a:rd. See the diagram. Drill the hole for the 
adjustment screw. .After making certain the adjustment screws 
wotk properly, glue the nuts in place. 
7. Assemble as shown in the diagram,. .Be certain. the rubber tube 
h well,..secured on the glass ,tubes. 
Alternative construction: 
1. Rather than using commercial .glass tubing; an old burette can 
be used for one of the tube.s. Any comparable si~e tube can 
be used for the other. 
Z • The back board can be bui 1t from a flat board using glued or 
screwed-on g"~J.ide strips for the sliding members, This method 
is recommended if a tabl·e saw is not availab_J.e .. 
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III~ Procedure: 
A. Demonstration; 
This demonstration apparatus i.s designed to show that the 
greater the pressure on a confined gas, the smaller will be the 
vo1ume of the gas. 
Place the glass tubes at equal level, open the faucet, and 
fi.ll the tube with mercury~ It is important to keep the. faucet 
dry of mercury; use the open tube to pour the mercury in. After 
filling the tube, close the faucet and lower the position of the 
closed tube a little; Take a reading; from. the meter stick, of 
the level o£ the mercury in the closed tube._ Leavi).lg the closed 
tube at the .same position, move the position of the. open tube 
higher. Take another reading of the level of the mereury in the 
closed tube. Notice the decre.ase in volume. af the gas in the 
closed tube, or the lower reading on the meter sti.cl<. 
B. Calculating the reduced volume of gas t 
The closed tube is uniform in cross-sectional area. The 
pressure on unit area of the canfinecl, gas is equal to the weight 
of a column of mercury of unit crass section. The volume of the 
gas in the confined tube is calculated by the difference of 
readings of the level of the mercury and the top of the closed 
tube. Letting the pressure acting on the original volume of 
the confined gas be standard atmospheric preas:ure, then the 
pressure acting on the second volume af the gas is atmospheric 
pressure plus the difference of the level of mercury in the two \ 
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tubes, Expr~ssed as a fotm.ula and solving for the 11new'1 Vol~: 
v ;:: 
2 
where v2 is the second volume~ P1 is standard atmospheric pres-
sure1 P2 is standard atmospheric pressure plus the di.ffe:rence in 
the mercury levels of the two. tubes~ and v1 is the original vob 
ume at standard atmospheric pressure. Substituting: 
760mm hl 
760nnn +. L 
where hz is the new volumei 760nnn is ·standard atmos'pheric pre.s-
snre, h 1 is the original volume at standard atmospheric pressure, 
and L is the difference of the levels of the mercury in the t:ub~s~ 
C. Studentls experimentation: 
With an Adjustable J-Tube the student can perform a number 
of interesting eiperiments. )following the directions provided 
by the teacher during the demonstration) the .student c.an repeat 
t:be same e~perimenL In addition,. the. student wi.ll perform a 
number of other e:Jq>eriment:s by va,rying the heights of the tubes. 
Carefully kept records of the studeJit 1 s findings are impartant 
for accurate c.alculations . 
A variation of the use of the J-tube is to use it as a 
manometer tube to mea.sure gas pressure of the gas supply in the 
laboratory. As meraury is too dense for this purpose) water 
has to be used in the tube rather than :mercury. 
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Historical Background and Principle.-..,.Student 1 s Information 
After the invention of the baromete-r by Torricelli (1608-47) ~' 
Pascal (1623-62) and Guericke (1602-86) expe:rimenhd on th;e pressure 
of the atmosphere~ Blaise Pascal di~covered that Jnereury will not 
rise in a closed tube, as high if the ,standard pressure of the atmos-
phere is reduced.. He discovered that the higher the elevation of the 
barometer, the lower the me.:rcury did rise• Otto von Guericke invented 
the first .air pump by similar reasoning, and. the vacuum pump. 
Robert Boyle (1627-91),; like the others of his time, has shown 
the value of experiment in studying the phydcal properties of gases •. 
Boyle and his assistant Robert IIooke (163.5-1703) built an improved air 
pump with which they were able to praduce a high vacuum. With this, 
Boyl,e perfo:rmed experiments that soon enabled. him to find the weight 
of the atmosphere, Further experiments gave him the relation between 
the volume and pressure. of a gas. He established the rule that bears 
his name•-Boyle 1 s law. 
The principle of Boyle1 s law, as stated previously, is that the 
volume a confined gas will occupy at a given temperature is inversely 
proportional to the pressure confining the gas . .Another way of stating 
the principle is that the pressure of a given quantity of gas varies 
inversely as its volume. Boyle's law provides an important piece of 
evidence for the theory that all matter is made up of tiny particles 
which are in constant motion. According to the kinetic molecular theory, 
molecules of gas in a container are in cons.tant motion~ bouncing off 
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each other and aff the walls of the container. When the gas is com-
pressed to half its original size.;. there <=tre twice the number of mole• 
cule.s per cubic inch than bef0re. Hence the pressure e:xetted by the 
vibration of the :molecules will be twice as great. When the voltllne o.f 
that same gas is reduced to one fourth· its original size~ the pres.sure 
exerted by the gas will be .four t.imes as. great~ 
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.ADJUSTA:B.LE J -TUBE 
Si:udent" s Report of Findings 
By a diagram clearly drawn and labeled, illustr.ate the operation 
of a m6dern piec.e of eqaipmen:t .(af yoar choice) whlch make~ use of 
the principle of physics studied in this demonstration. 
Model:"Il aircraft are built with pressuri~ed cabins to pr<:>tect the 
passengers. If the fusilage. were punctul:"ed beeause, of some accident 
while in flight; what effect could this have. on the passengers (other 
than lack of oxygen)? 
Calculations.. Use the space bel0w and list the findings of your 
experimentation .. · 
Reading of 
closed tube 
Reading of 
open tube .Difference 
Volume 
of gas 
Pressure 
caused by 
the mercury 
• • ,,(>< ::~ .'- • 
! 
,,i: 
SOUND~- RESOI\JANCE 
TUBE. 
:; .,:: '·. 
~ ·, :~ . 
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SOUND-RESONANCE TUBE 
L 'Principle: 
An air collliinl will r~inforce a sound wave when the length of 
the air column is in resenance with the sound wav.e. 
11. Description o£ apparatus: 
A,. Materials needed for the construction~ 
1. One tall,· transparent, open-end cylinder of large diameter 
2. One tall graduated cylinder 
3 , One B.unsen clamp 
.4. Water· to· fill the graduat.ed cylinder 
. 5. · 'tuning forks 
6. One meter .stick. 
B. Construction: 
1. Place-the·tall transparent cylinder inside the tall graduated 
cylinder. 
· 2. 'Place the Bunsen clamp ·loosely e.n the tall cylinder above the 
graduated tube. 
III. 'Preceddre: 
A .. Demonstration: 
This demonstratian h used to show that -the shartest length 
of an air column-that can amplify a seund wave is one faurth the 
wave length of· the sound wave. Set the tuning fork vibrating 
directly above the epen end e£ -the tube. Move the tube up and 
down. alang with the £ark, until the loudest seund is prc:>duced. 
Held the tube at that point arid tighten the clamp directly above 
the. graduated cylinder. Measure the length of the tube above 
the water le"'Tel with a meter st:i.ck .. 
.B. Calculating the wave length: 
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A full wave length includes two halves) one a compression 
~d the other a rarefaction. 'I.'he co1l1Pression is produced when 
the vibrating prongs of the tun_ing fork are moving downward. 
The compression travels downward in the tube~ where it is re-
fleeted by the water back to the fork again. A.t the instant it 
reaches the fork.t the prongs have just completed a half cycle 
and are now mo"'Ting upward. The compression helps the lOOtion of 
the prongs and amplifies the sound as the compression and the 
pron,g,s are moving in the same direction. If the length of the 
air column in the tube were no.t :in ·resonance with the fork, the 
motion ef the fork and the lD0tion of the compression would op-
pose each other" and the vibration would be reduced.. From the 
instant the compression wave. leaves the tuning .fork to the time 
it returns it has traveled twice the. open length of the tube 
(up and down). This represents a. half wave length;- or a.s ex-
pressed in a formula: 
L=4~ 
where L is the wave length and .f. is the length of the tube. 
C. Student 1 s experimentation: 
':Chis piece of appei.ratus was designed to be used as a 
resonance tube for tuning forks of various frequencies. The 
recommended procedure is to give the student a selection of 
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tuning forks of different frequencies with which he can experi-
ment. The wave length, the frequency, and the time the seund 
wave requires to travel the length of the tube in each ease can 
be calculated. 
Comparing his results of the calculated frequency with rated 
frequency' stamped en the tuning ferk, he can cerreet his errors 
of measurement. After he haa acquired some experience in the 
procedures and methods of measurement, an unmarked tuning fork 
will provide additional experiences fer the. student in an effort 
to establish the frequency of the 11unknown 11 tuning fork. 
.,.,_ ,· . · .. -..·/-." ·.{ 
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Historical Background and Principle--Student's Information 
The principle of operation of .a r.esonance tube is that the air 
column amplifies the sound when it is. in exact resonance with the t~ing 
fork. In a closed tube (closed at one end) this occurs when the length 
of the tube is 1/4; 3/4, 5/4, 7/4, etc.~ the wave length of the sound. 
The explanation is that the sound produced by the tuning fork 
travels down the tube~ refl.ected by the water~ it returns to the fork 
just as. the fork is starting to move upward. Hence., the sound is ampli-
fied as both the. fork an,d the vibrating column. of air are moving in the 
same direction; in other wot:ds, they are in phase.. The vibrating colunm. 
of air assists the motion of the fork, or exert.s .a force on the tuning 
fork. The resulting amplitude of the "new" sound wave equals the al-o 
gebraic. sum of the two individual sound waves. The amplitude is defined 
as the tnaximum value of the ,displacement. 
A brief mention of the histori.cal background of the studies of 
sound includes first of aU the velocity of sound. The earliest at• 
tempts to measure the velocity of sound in air were made in 1640 by 
Marrin Mersenne, a French physicist, In 1656 Giovanni B_<:>.rel~i an,d 
Vincenzo Viviani, Italian physicists, continued the inyestigg,tion. 
Since that time, many improvements of the methods o.£ measurements were 
made. The liiOSt recent measurements were those of Dayton C. Miller, an 
American physicist, in 1934. 
The intensity of sound, it was discovered by Hermann Helmholtz 
(1821-94), is characterized by its loudness and is measured sciEmtifi• 
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cally by the amount o£ energy in a given volumf? of space thr(!)ugh which 
the sound is traveling. This is to say that sound waves eenstitute a 
flow ef energy through matter. ThiS can be demonstrated by pl,acing a 
large base drum near a large funnel placed with the beak near a candle. 
Hitting the drum hard will set in vibration the air in front of t:he 
drum, and the funnel chann(?ls or amplifies the sound wave> which in 
turn blows out the candle. 
Sir Isaac Newton (1642-1727) made the first attempt te express by 
a formula the velocity of sound in a given tube. Pierre Simon, Marquis 
de Laplace (1749-1827), a French seientist, modified Newtotl!s formula. 
The formul-a states that the veloeity square is directly proportional 
to the product of the compressibility and the pressure, and inversely 
proportional to the density of the material. 'rhe significance of this 
discovery is .that sound will travel faster in denser material that is 
most elastic. Sourld travels more than four times as fast in water'· 
and 100re than fifte.en times as fast in steel, as in air. 
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SOUND-RESONANCE TUBE 
Student 1 s Report of Findings 
By a diagram clearly drawn and labeled, illustrate the principle 
you have inv¢stigated. 
In what as.peat of ;reality does this principle apply? 
Name four applieatians, and discuss one fully. 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Arrange in a tabular form in the space provided below, the calcula-
tions for 1) wav-e l-ength, 2) the frequency~ and 3) the time the sound 
wave re.quires to travel the length of the. tube. Assume the velocity of 
sound is 1090 feet/second. 
Campare the freque:n~y numbers for each fork (small numbers marked 
on the fo.rks) with the calculated frequencies. 
'l-u-
I ___ ruuu t...,_ _ __ c " 
VARIOUS LIGHT SLITS 
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J. ALPHEE DESJARDINS 
U#5» 
LIGHT-RAY T.AJ3LE 
L :Principle! 
Light beams passing from one transparent medium to another 
bend according to. the relative density of the two media. 
II. Description of apparatus~ 
A. Materials needed for the construction: 
1. One piece of plywood 1 1/4 by 9 by 15 inehes 
2. An old wooden bo~, 9 inches wide; any practical height and 
length 
3. One piece of hardwood, 1/4 by 1 ·1/2 inches long,enough t.o 
surround three sides, as shown. in the diagl;am." 
4. Four pieces of hardwood, 1/4 by 1 1/3 by 3 inches, fox the 
legs 
5. Two pieces of hardwood, 1/4 by 1 by 3 inches, both greoved 
as shown in the diagram, to hold the metal light slits 
6. A selection of prisms 
7. A selection of light slits, made from old pieees of aluminum 
8. Any suitable light souree, such as. a slide or filmstrip pro-
jector 
9 • B 1ack India ink 
10. Dark-colored paint and varnish, 
B. Construction: 
1. Cut the piece of plywoad to size. 
2. Remove the two 9-inch ends from the weoden box. 
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3. The open sides of the box will b·e the bottom and the back. 
The remaining sides of the same dimensions as above, will be 
the top and front. 
4. At the center and bottom of the front part cut a square hole, 
l 1/2 by 1 inch. 
5. Making the light slits: The light-slit plates are made from 
scrap sheet aluminum 1/20 inch think by 2 1/2 inches squa.:re. 
Drill the round light 11slits. 11 The square light slits are 
cut with a hacksaw, as shown in the diagram. .Mea.sured from 
the edge, each slit has a depth of 1/2 inch. The. round holes 
are located 1/2 inch from the edge. 
6. Assemble as shown in the diagram. Place slide supports for 
the light slits. so that light will not leak along the sides. 
7. After the assembly, paint the top of the table around the 
light opening, and the inside of the hood, with black India 
ink. 
8. Paint the remainder of the table a:ny dark color. A non-gloss 
paint is recommended. To improve the appearance ef the piece 
of equipment, the legs and .side.s can be varnished. 
III. Procedure: 
A. l}emonstration: 
.This piece of apparatus is used to demonstrate the be-
havior of a light beam. as it passes through one transparent 
medium into c;tnother. Using a prism, the direction of a light 
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beam may be controlled at will by merely changing the angle at 
which the light beam strikes the surface of the prism. In ad-
dition; the behavior of the light beam as it leaves the prism 
can also be demonstrated. Light beams can be studied in terms 
of reflection, refraction, critical angle, incidence; and dis-
persion. By the use ef various prisms and lenses and reflectors, 
the behavior of light beams. can be studied and demonstrated fully. 
B. Calculations: 
·To calculate the path a light beam follows> it is neces-
sary .to include the definitions of the terms needed. The per-· 
pendicuhr to the surface of the prism is called the normal. 
The normal is the reference line used to calculate the angles 
of reflection, refraction, and incidence. Reflection refers to 
the light ray reflected from the surface of the prism. Refrac-
tion refers to the bending of light ray passing through the 
prism. Incidence refers\ to the light ray emitted by the source. 
of light. According to the law of reflection, the angle of in-
ci.dence equals the angle of reflection (measured from the nor-
mal). This law can be checked and verified with this piece of 
apparatus. One thing that will be noticed in this demonstration 
is th::tt the reflective ray will not be as intense as the r.ay of 
incidence. The reason is that only a portion of the ray of fu.,.. 
cidence will be reflected, while the remaining portion will be 
refracted. For instance, if the angle of incidence is nearly 1° 
(from the normal); nearly 99 per cent of the ray of incidence 
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will be refracted and about 1 per cent V(!ill be reflected. If 
the angle o·f incidence is nearly 89°, then about 99 p.er cent 
will be reflected and nearly 1 per cent will be refracted. When 
the angle of incidence is 45° 1 50 per cent will be reflected and 
50 per cent will be. refracted. Snell's law, express.ed in a 
f'o:rmula, 
VI n = -- -sin i 
sin r 'V2 
states that the ratio of the natural sin of the angle of' inoi-
dance (i) to the: :natural sin of the: angle of refraction (~) is 
the .s.ame for all angles of incidence and b equal to the ratio 
of the velocity of the. ray of incidence (V1 ) to the velocity of 
the ray of refraction (V2) ~ and equa1s the refraetive index (n). 
C. Student's experimentation: 
The Light-Ray Table was designed primarily for the student's 
use. Due to its simple construction). more than one can be made 
with very little effert. With a good selection of prisms and 
reflectors,. a number of experiments can be conducted on light. 
The stud.ent can study refraction> reflection~ and dispersion. 
B,e can see for himself that a beam of light can be controlled. 
]'or variation, focal lengths of parabolic mirrors can be studied. 
This can be accomplished by using two beams of light. ln this 
methed the reflector is placed in th.e pa.ths of the two beams and 
focused to a point. The distance from t.he focus to the center 
of the reflector is the foc.al length. 
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:For special projects; the student can construct prisms of 
various sizes and shapes. Th~se special accessories can be made 
fr.om lucite. or a.n.Y oth~r plastics. ''Lenses" can also be con-
structed. ',l'hese are made fram the same mae-erial and are cross 
sections of lenses (flat on two sides, double convex, double 
concave, etc.) which can be. cons t;ruc ted. 
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Historical Background and Principles--Student 1 s tnformation 
' Galileo Galilei was the investigator who; by the method of science, 
made a practical use of lenses. He developed the refra~ting telescope 
JIIOre than 300 years ago. This was a great achievement. 
Light travels in a straight line. This basic rule has been proven 
a number of times since Galilei, but it can be said that it was more or 
less assumed before Galilei! s time. According to recorded scientific 
histor!• Galilei was the first scientist who was interested enough to 
do a number of systematic experiments on light. What is a lens'l A 
lens in basi~ principle enlarges (or reduces) the image reaching our 
eyes. In other words, a lehs is an external extension of our sense of 
vision. With a lens we can control light rays. The construction of 
the lens determines the manner of control. Galilei never knew exact:l.y 
why this was true; he simply knew the condition prevailed. 
In 1621 the Dutch a.stronomer and mathematician, Wil1ebrord Snell, 
was the first to discover from experiment that the ratio of the ray of 
incidence to the ray of refraction is the same for all angles of inci--
dence on the same material. This law is known as Snell's Law of Refrac~ 
t.ion. It is customary to express Snell 1 s law in trigonome·tric terms: 
n = sin i 
sin r 
In the formula .... .:t (n) is a constant; i is the angle o.f incidence, and 
r is the angle of refraction. Galilei had d:i,scovet;ed that light bends 
while pas sin~ from one medium to another. Snell had discovered that 
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the bending of light rays followed certain rules. Like Galilei, he 
was not certain as to the ca.use. The explanation was related to a 
factor that Gailiei had attempted to mea.sure, but because of the crude 
method he ;had ~ed~ he had failed. It wa~ Foucault who in 1850 re-
' peated the experiment which unv~iled the secret that Galilei had failed 
to discover: light travels slower in water than in air. Although his 
procedure was crude, it was a crucial experiment. Michelsen, the first 
American scientist to be awarded the Nobel :Pri~ej accurately modified 
and verified Foucault's eXperiment. Light travels slower in a medium 
than in a vacuum. Bending of a light ray as it travels frem one medium 
to another is a factor dependent on the densities of the media. The 
ve1ocity formula is generally expressed as: 
Velocity of light in vacuum _ Refractive lndex 
Velocity of light in a medium· 
and symbolically, n 
Combining the two formulae presented, 
sin i 
sin r 
- n 
LIGHT-RAY TABLE 
Student's Report of Findings 
In what aspects of reality do.es ~ of the principles studied 
apply? Choose one and explain. 
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By a dia:.gram clearly drawn and labeled; illustrate the procedure 
used to measure the focal length of one of the parabelic re£lectors 
you have studied~· 
Give your cotmnents on the instrument~ Explain how it helped you 
understand more. clearly the principle o;f the bending light rays. If it. 
did not help, suggest how itcsuld be improved. 
CHAPTER lV 
CONCLUSION 
It was found that all auth,ors in thE:! field of science teaching 
are in accord that the demonstration plays a very important.role in 
processes of learning science. 
It can be inferred from the literature that the demonstration 
method lends itself well to small schools with limited budgets. . Home-
made apparatus can be. made to. meet fully all criteria> as outlined 
previously, of good demonstrations. 
lt was pointed out previously that the demonstration method is. 
probably one of the best methods for directed teaching and learning, 
as it provides some of the necessary directio.ns conducive to more ad-
vanced studies. The. demonstration method allows the student to see 
for himself what is occurring and thus adds meaning to the printed 
word. It also allows the student to use all pertinent senses for learn-
ing, which gives him more thorough and better-retained learning. 
The demonstratien method gives the student understanding of science 
by an assec;lation with the things which are more rea! to him. In ad• 
dition, it gives the student training in logical, reflective, and de-
ductive reasoning. 
The pieces of apparatus described in this thesis have been used 
for a peried of one year in a secondary school phy13ics class. Their 
-82-
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usefulness in teaching methods and procedures has been established on 
the basis of the student!?' comprehension of physics principles. This 
type of eqaipment was found to be versatile and thus adaptable to a 
variety of classroom. situations. The students' interest in demonstra-
tions appeared at a high level in all cases. The demonstrations moti-
vated the students to perform additional experiment$. 
It; was found that the demonstrations seemed to influence students 
to ask questions which perhaps would not be asked under different cir-
cumstan.ces. An example of the type of question a.sked was: ''May I do 
this experiment in the book? I do not. seem to understand the prin-
ciple. 11 In a number of cases, the experiment which the student wanted 
to perform had little to do with the actual denxmstration or prin.ciple 
he had seen, It became evident to the teacher that the pupil was eager 
at this point to revert to solving other problems by demonstrations. 
In most cases, these problems an.d/or principles had been previously 
studied by the pupil wit.hout any particular motivation for him to con-
tinue searching for the aRswers, until they had been completed. In 
individual experimentation he apparentl-y found a method that enhanced 
his desire to continue Uil.til the problem was solved. From all indica-
tions, the demonstration method used by !:he teacher had served as a 
challenge for the student's individual initiative. 
I. IMITATIONS 
As shown by the sea.rch of the :I,iterature~ there are numerous lim-
itations to this study. Presently, the literature showing the actual 
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value of the demonstration method as a teaching artd learn:Ulg device is. 
decided)..y limited. It can b~ assumed from the literature that the 
validity of the demonstration method has not been established by re-
search. 
As noted previouslyll a study at Baston. University in 1950 showed 
tha.t prior to that. year little attempt had been made. to develop demon• 
stration devoted solely to the presenta.tlon af principles of science 
1/ 
in a functional JDSnner. 
Lastly, it ean be pointed out that the solution presented here for 
small schools is not the only solution. Small schaols can merge into 
regional schoals and thus be abte ta affa:rd c~rcially JDB,de app.aratus 
for the pre~entatio;n of phy$ics principles. 
It is recommended that additienal studies be made under more closely 
centrolled condit:lo!ls to determine the actual val,ue of the de100nstration 
~thod. The demonstration method should be campared statistically with 
other ~thods, such .as the individual or group experimentation method. 
It is also recOllJIII.6).tded that this specific topic e.euld be a goad 
basi.s for a study or di~:Jsertation, It is recetnll1ended that the teachers 
in all schools should be encouraged to usEl the p~nstration method 
more £reely and that :its ~uibilities be pointed out to them by their 
professors. 
1/Murray" op. cit., p. 5. 
... ·•'.· (. 
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l..astly, it is r~commended that teachers may be in need of a ehange 
of attitude if they are to use demonstratiens to the best advantage. 
The value of the demonstration in edu(lat.ional processes may be a direct 
and measurable aspect of the teacher 1 s work .. 
-,.,,, ',· .,, 
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